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Abstract
Finite element formulations for fluid-structure interaction assuming an inviscid fluid can
be classified into two major categories - displacement-based formulations and potential-
based formulations.
Although displacement-based formulations have been used widely for analysis of both
linear and nonlinear problems, many difficulties exist. The pure displacement formula-
tion suffers from the presence of spurious circulation modes and the penalty formulation
exhibits locking behaviour. In addition, a state of near incompressibility gives rise to
numerical difficulties. We address these difficulties in the first part of the thesis. To
cope with both, the irrotationality and the incompressibility constraints, a three-field
formulation based on a mixed displacement-pressure interpolation is developed. Numer-
ical experiments have been performed and results are presented to show the capabilities
of the formulation.
Formulations using a potential are inherently irrotational and do not have the dif-
ficulties of the displacement-based formulations. Nevertheless most of the applications
of these methods are still limited to cases with relatively small motions. We introduce,
in the second part of the thesis, an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation using the
velocity potential and the density as fluid variables. The formulation can be applied to
problems in which fluid undergoes very large boundary motions and can be used equally
well for both compressible and incompressible fluids.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The interaction between fluids and structures can, in many practical engineering prob-
lems, significantly affect the response of the structure and hence needs to be taken into
account properly in the analysis. An inviscid-compressible fluid model (acoustic fluid
model) often suffices for a wide range of applications, including the analysis and design
of nuclear reactors, liquid-filled tanks, ships and marine structures. As a result, a number
of finite element formulations have been proposed to model the acoustic fluid for the anal-
ysis of fluid-structure interaction problems. These formulations may be classified into two
major categories, namely, the displacement-based formulations and the potential-based
formulations.
In the first category, the displacement-based formulations, the fluid motion is de-
scribed by finite element nodal displacements. The fluid and the structure are coupled
together by constraining the normal displacement component along the boundary com-
mon to the fluid and the structure. The equilibrium on the interface is then automatically
enforced through the element assemblage process. This type of formulation is similar in
structure to the displacement formulation generally used to model solids and , in its
original form, can be thought of as the displacement formulation for an elastic solid with
a negligible shear modulus [66]. This similarity makes it relatively easy to incorporate
the fluid displacement elements into existing finite element codes written for structural
- 13 -
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analysis or solid mechanics problems. Moreover, displacement-based formulations re-
quire no special interface conditions or new solution strategies and the resulting finite
element matrices are symmetric. The displacement formulations have therefore received
considerable attention despite the fact that these formulations require a larger number
of unknowns than some other alternative formulations.
Many researchers have employed a displacement formulation for the fluid. Gladwell
and Zimmerman [31] and Gladwell [30] presented a variational formulation of acousto-
structural problems using displacements or pressure as variables. Chopra et al. [19],
Wilson [63], Shantaram et ai. [59], Wilson and Khalvati [64], used such formulation for
transient analysis of different engineering problems. Shugar and Katona [60], Khalil and
Hubbard [40] used a displacement fluid formulation for head injury analysis. Belytschko
and coworkers presented a series of extensive works [8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 12] in linear and
nonlinear transient fluid-structure interaction using a displacement fluid formulation.
Bathe and Hahn [6] also employed the formulation for both linear and nonlinear transient
anlysis.
Although the method has been used with success in many applications it was noted
by many reseachers that the pure displacement formulation for an inviscid fluid exhibits
spurious circulation modes. Among these researchers are Kiefling and Feng [41], Akkas et
al. [1] and Hamdi et al. [33]. Various approaches were introduced to obtain improved
formulations. The penalty method was introduced by Hamdi et al. [33] and was shown
to give good solutions for the cases considered. Subsequently Olson and Bathe [54]
demonstrated that the method "locks up" in the frequency analysis of a solid vibrating
in a fluid cavity and reduced integration performed on the penalty formulation yields
some improvement in results but does not assure solution convergence in the general
case. Recently, a reduced integration technique together with a mass matrix projection
has been applied by Chen and Taylor [18] to lower order elements. This method results in
the separation of the spurious modes and the irrotational solutions. As to be discussed
later, a near incompressibility condition can give rise to numerical difficulties in the
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displacement formulation and this has not been addressed by the work of Chen and
Taylor. In addition, the extension of the work to higher order elements is not yet available.
In short, the techniques presently available for displacement formulations are not yet
satisfactory.
In the second category, the fluid motion is represented by some forms of scalar po-
tential functions. The use of potential functions instead of displacements makes the
formulations in this category inherently free from spurious circulation modes. Both the
compatibility condition and the equilibrium condition on the interface must be explic-
itly enforced. The formulations belonging to this category are the pressure formulation,
the displacement potential formulation, the velocity potential formulation, the velocity
potential and density formulation, and the displacement potential and pressure formu-
lation. The majority of the work on this category of formulations are only applicable
to linear problems. Zienkiewicz and Bettess [67] discussed in detail the displacement
formulation, the pressure formulation, the displacement potential formulation and the
velocity potential formulation.
In the pressure formulation the fluid pressure is the primary variable in the fluid.
The fluid and the structure are coupled together through the von Neumann boundary
condition which results into off-diagonal submatrices in the stiffness matrix and the mass
matrix. The resulting system is nonsymmetric and thus undesirable from a computational
point of view. This formulation seems to be first employed for fluid-structure interaction
by Zienkiewicz and Newton [68]. The method was also adopted by many researchers
including Craggs [20], Petyt and Lim [56], Muller [48] and Daniel [22, 23].
If the displacement potential is instead used as the primary variable, we have the
displacement potential formulation. Similar to the pressure formulation, the resulting
finite element matrix equations are nonsymmetric [67]. The method apparently has
recieved no significant amount of attention.
The displacement potential-pressure formulation was introduced by Morand and
Ohayon [46, 47]. The formulation was also used by Allais et al. [2], Rigaudeau [58]
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and Ohayon and Valid [53]. By using both the displacement potential and the pressure
as fluid variables at the same time the formulation becomes symmetric. Interaction be-
tween the fluid and the structure is provided through the coupling terms in the mass
matrix. Although the formulation is symmetric, twice the number of degrees of freedom
of the pressure formulation is required.
The use of the velocity potential formulation for fluid-structure problems was first
suggested by Everstine [26]. With the velocity potential as the fluid variable the formu-
lation yields a symmetric system of equations with only one variable per nodal point and
therefore is a very appealing approach. The coupling between the fluid and the solid is
provided through the coupling matrix involving time derivatives of the fluid velocity po-
tential and the solid displacements. As a result, some special considerations are required
in solving the corresponding quadratic eigenproblem.
Neilson et al. [50] and Everstine et al. [27] used the formulation in transient analysis
of fluid-structure coupled systems. Olson and Bathe [55] extended the formulation by
including a uniform hydrostatic pressure in the formulation in order to eliminate the
rigid body mode and enable the solutions of static problems. More recently Kock and
Olson [42] introduced a nonlinear velocity potential-density formulation as an extension
to the linear velocity potential formulation. However, since Kock and Olson's formulation
is of Eulerian type; the formulation can only be applied to cases with relatively small
boundary motions.
The objective of this thesis is to advance the finite element methods for fluid-structure
interaction in both categories. To overcome the difficulties in the displacement formula-
tion a new three-field mixed displacement formulation is developed. The new formulation
provides considerable improvement over the currently available displacement formulations
even though some difficulties still persist. In the area of the potential formulations, an
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach is employed to develop a new nonlinear
formulation using the velocity potential and the density as fluid variables.
This thesis is organized into two parts. The first part of the thesis, Chapters two
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through four, covers the displacement formulations. The second part of the thesis, Chap-
ters five through eight, covers the velocity potential-density formulation. In Chapter
two the governing equations for the displacement formulation are given and the spurious
modes and the irrotationality constraint are discussed. The new mixed displacement
formulation, the U -p -A formulation, is presented in Chapter three with a detailed dis-
cussion on the existence and the stabilization of zero modes. Chapter four provides
numerical examples for both frequency and transient analyses of fluid-structure systems.
The governing equations for the velocity potential formulation and the velocity potential-
density formulation are given in Chapter five. Chapter six describes and summarizes the
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description. Chapter seven presents in detail the velocity
potential-density ALE formulation. Numerical examples are provided in Chapter eight.
Finally, the conclusion of the results obtained from both of the proposed formulations is
given in Chapter nine.
Chapter
Difficulties in Present Displacement
Formulations
2.1 Governing Equations
For an acoustic fluid undergoing small vibrations the governing equations are given by
the field equations
pir +p = 0
#V-v+P = 0
(2.1)
(2.2)
and the boundary conditions, on the fixed part of the boundary,
v. n = 0, (2.3)
and on the free part of the boundary,
(2.4)p=p
-18-
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where the bulk modulus, 0, can be written in terms of the sound wave speed, c, as
= pc2  (2.5)
Equation (2.1) implies
(V x v)= 0 (2.6)
and hence the motion governed by these two equations is circulation preserving, i.e. it is
a motion in which the vorticity does not change with time.
In terms of the displacements only, we have
V(V - u) - pii = 0 (2.7)
or in the frequency domain
#V(V. U) + pw2U = 0 (2.8)
where U represents the eigenfunction. The weak form of Equation (2.8), assuming ho-
mogeneous boundary conditions, is given by
(v. -U)(V - U)dQ - Ipw2LJ. SUdQ = 0 (2.9)
and the corresponding functional is
F j = [/3(V - U) 2 - pw2U2] df (2.10)
The above weak form is used as the basis for the ordinary displacement-based finite
element formulation for acoustic fluids.
It follows from Equation (2.8) that
SV x (V(V U)) + pw'(V x U) = 0 (2.11)
2.2 Spurious Circulation Modes and Irrotationality Constraint
Since V x V0 = 0 for any smooth scalar valued function 0, we have that
w2 (V x U)= 0 (2.12)
It is then apparent that in a frequency analysis the system admits two types of solutions,
one corresponding to the vortex motions (V x U # 0) for which the frequencies are zero
and another one corresponding to the irrotational motions (V x U = 0) for which the
frequencies may or may not be zero. In addition, we can also conclude from Equation
(2.9) that for such modes that have zero frequencies
V. U = 0 (2.13)
One may view the first type of solutions as the way the system responds to the rotational
initial boundary conditions. In transient analysis of a fluid initially at rest these vortex
modes do not enter the solution because the motion is circulation preserving.
2.2 Spurious Circulation Modes and Irrotationality
Constraint
It has been observed [41, 1, 33] that the finite element analysis based on Equation (2.9)
yields, other than the zero frequency circulation modes, rotational modes with nonzero
frequencies as well. In practical frequency analysis, only the irrotational modes are
what we seek and hence it is desirable to modify the formulation such that the spurious
circulation modes are suppressed from the solution. Toward this end, we require that
Vx u = 0 (2.14)
be satisfied. The problem is now a constrained one.
To enforce the irrotationality contraint a penalty term on V x U can be added to the
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functional ~7. We now have the problem of extremizing
7 = ~ I C(V x U) 2 dA2 (2.15)
as the basis of the penalty formulation [33]. Equation (2.14) will be satisfied in the
limit as the penalty factor, a, approaches infinity. The method is attractive in that no
additional degrees of freedom in the formulation are required and changes in the code
need only to be made in the calculation of the stiffness matrix. Although the penalty
method had been used with some success, it was later pointed out by Olson and Bathe
[54] that the formulation fails to give accurate frequency predictions when analysing the
vibration of an elastic solid submerged in a fluid cavity.
We demonstrate the deficiencies of the pure displacement formulation and the penalty
formulation by analysing the model problem described in Figure 2-1. A rigid cylinder
of radius im is attached to a spring and vibrating in a square fluid cavity of dimension
8m x 8m. The rigid cylinder has a mass of 2000kg, the spring stiffness is taken to be
100000N/m, the fluid density is 1000kg/m 3 and the bulk moduli of the fluid used in the
analysis range from 2.1 x 105 to 2.1 x 109N/m2. Due to symmetry, only half of the model
is considered. Figure 2-2 shows a typical mesh obtained by discretizing half of the fluid
domain into thirty two 9-node elements. For the penalty formulation, a penalty ratio of
a/P = 1000 was used.
The frequency of the spring-cylinder system in vacuum is 7.07rad/sec while the first
frequencies of the fluid cavity with the cylinder fixed are 5.82rad/sec for / = 2.1 x
105N/m', 58.2rad/sec for / = 2.1 x 10 7N/m 2 , and 581.8rad/sec for / = 2.1 x 109N/m2
respectively.
Since the velocity potential formulation does not suffer from the spurious circulation
modes and is known to give good solutions to this type of problems [55], we use as ref-
erence solutions the solutions obtained using 9-node velocity potential elements. Table
2-1 and Table 2-2 show the results obtained from the displacement formulation and the
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Figure 2-1: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity
penalty formulation in comparison with the velocity potential formulation. The deficien-
cies of both the displacement formulation and the penalty formulations are evident. In
the displacement formulation, spurious modes are present in both the 4-node element
and 9-node element solutions. In the penalty formulation the 9-node element mesh is in-
capable of capturing the spring-fluid coupled modes but gives reasonable approximations
to higher fluid modes while all the 4-node element solutions are simply in gross errors.
2.2 Spurious Circulation Modes and Irrotationality Constraint
Table 2-1: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, displace-
ment formulation
Fluid mode Velocity potential Displacement formulation
bulk modulus number formulation 4-node el. 9-node el.
2.1 x 105N/m 2  1 3.81 1.32 0.02
2 6.41 2.11 0.04
3 11.24 2.13 0.05
2.1 x 107N/m 2  1 4.26 8.15 0.09
2 58.2 17.6 0.13
3 112.4 21.3 0.26
2.1 x 109N/m 2  1 4.27 77.2 0.01
2 581.8 174.4 0.40
3 1124.2 212.9 1.10
We then employ the mixed approach in enforcing Equation (2.14). A formulation is
constructed from the stationarity conditions of the augmented Lagrangian (see Appendix
B for more detail),
a F+JA.- (V x U)dJ- A AI2dQ (2.16)
Table 2-3 gives the frequencies obtained for the case under consideration using this for-
mulation at three and four parameters for A per one 9-node element. The penalty ratio
of acr/ = 1000 was also used in this case. The formulation provides good frequency
predictions at a low fluid bulk modulus of 2.1 x 105N/m2. However, the accuracy of
the first frequency - the spring-fluid coupled mode - deteriorates quickly as the bulk
modulus of the fluid increases and the first frequency of the fluid cavity becomes larger
than the frequency of the spring-cylinder system in vacuum. This suggests that some of
the numerical difficulties encountered arise from the near-incompressiblity condition in
the fluid.
For a formulation to be used with confidence in general analysis, it must have the
capability to handle both the incompressiblity and the irrotationality constraints. Based
23
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Figure 2-2: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, mesh configuration
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2.2 Spurious Circulation Modes and Irrotationality Constraint
Table 2-2: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, penalty
formulation
Fluid mode Velocity potential Disp.-penalty formulation
bulk modulus number formulation 4-node el. 9-node el.
2.1 x 105N/m 2  1 3.81 7.04 5.99
2 6.41 27.79 11.78
3 11.24 36.13 12.30
2.1 x 10 7N/m 2  1 4.26 68.1 58.0
2 58.2 277.9 117.8
3 112.4 361.3 123.0
2.1 x 109N/m 2  1 4.27 681.3 579.8
2 581.8 2778.7 1177.8
3 1124.2 3612.6 1229.5
Table 2-3: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, U-
A formulation
Fluid mode Velocity potential 9-node U-A formulation
bulk modulus number formulation 3A el. 4A el.
2.1 x 105 N/m 2  1 3.81 3.88 3.88
2 6.41 6.42 6.42
3 11.24 11.24 11.25
2.1 x 107N/m2  1 4.26 9.46 9.48
2 58.2 58.2 58.2
3 112.4 112.4 112.4
2.1 x 109N/m 2  1 4.27 84.6 84.8
2 581.8 581.8 581.8
3 1124.2 1124.2 1124.6
_ __ _
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on the method of Lagrange multipliers, a new three-field mixed finite element formulation
has been developed and is presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
U - p -A Formulation
3.1 Finite Element Formulation
To address both the irrotionality and the incompressibility constraints, we start with the
governing functional of the displacement-pressure formulation for nearly incompressible
elasticity (see for example Sussman and Bathe [62] ) with zero shear modulus
[_( . ) L2U2 
_1 p2 dQJ2)3 1 (3.1)
Invoking the stationarity of PF' we obtain
[-p(V o U) - p 2U -. SU - u)s - p(bp d
(3.2)=0
The irrotationality constraint
VxU=O
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3.1 Finite Element Formulation
can be imposed by extremizing the Lagrangian functional
£'= ' + A - (Vx U)d (3.4)
In the following finite element analysis, we prefer the use of the augmented Lagrangian
S=.- 7' + A (V x U)d - j IA' I dQ (3.5)
c n
since it enables us to statically condense out the added degrees of freedom prior to the
solution of the displacements. As the penalty factor a tends to infinity, VL tends to £'
and the irrotationality constraint is satisfied in the limit. The stationarity condition of
£' gives
S= -' + [A.- (vx •u) + sA.- (V xU)] d - A1 / Ad
a n
= 0 (3.6)
which corresponds to the field equations
Vp-pw2U+VxA = 0 (3.7)
V -U + = 0 (3.)
A
Vx×U-- = 0 (3.9)
a
and the boundary conditions
U.n = 0 on rI (3.10)
p = 0 on F2 (3.11)
A = 0 on F (3.12)
where rl is the fixed part of the boundary, F2 is the free part of the boundary and
3.1 Finite Element Formulation
r = rl + r2 represents the whole fluid boundary. The Lagrange multiplier A can be
identified via Equation (3.9) as a(V x U).
Eliminating the pressure variable and A from (3.7) we obtain
/V(V. U) - aV x (Vx U)+ pw2U = 0 (3.13)
Upon comparing (3.13) and the Navier's equation in elasticity theory [15] we identify
V7CP as the shear wave speed. It is then realized that the problem of the irrotational
fluid considered here is equivalent to that of an elastic solid of which the dilatational
wave speed is finite but the shear wave speed is infinitely large. In regular frequency
analysis only the low frequency modes are extracted and hence only the dilatational (and
irrotational) modes will be obtained.
Applying a standard discretization procedure [5] with
U = HU
V.U = (V.H)U = BU
VxU = (VxH)U = DU (3.14)
A = HAA^
p = HpP
we obtain the following matrix equations
M 00 0 L Q U 0
-W2 0 0 0 P + LT' R 0 P}= 0 (3.15)
0 00 A•G Q 0T o 0
3.1 Finite Element Formulation
where
M = pHTH d L =- fB'Hd•T
Q= D THAdH R H T HdnZ (3.16)P
G = HJTHHAdnl
Eliminating the pressure and the Lagrangian constraint degrees of freedom we have the
reduced system of equations
- w2 MU + K*U = 0 (3.17)
where the reduced stiffness matrix K* is given by
K* = -LR-'LT - QG-2QT
= K# + K0  (3.18)
This elimination process can be performed on the element level if discontinuous distribu-
tions for p and A are employed. Once the matrix equations for the fluid are evaluated, the
coupling between the fluid and the structure can be achieved directly by applying con-
straint conditions on the normal displacement components along the boundaries common
to both the fluid and the structural regions.
In the following we assume discontinuous polynomial interpolations for A and p of
the forms
A = A,+Ar + A3 s + A4rs... (3.19)
P = Pl +P 2r +p 3 s +p 4rs +... (3.20)
The order of the polynomials to be used, however, can not be arbitrarily choosen. It
is widely known that an unsuitable choice of interpolation spaces in mixed finite ele-
ment methods can give rise to numerical difficulties such as mesh locking, spurious zero
eigenvalues and checker board pressure modes.
3.1 Finite Element Formulation
The behaviour of mixed finite element methods has been a subject under exten-
sive study by numerous reseachers since the method was first discussed by Fraeijs de
Veubeke [28] and Herrmann [34]. Considerable attention has been given to the use of the
mixed methods in the analyses of nearly incompressible solids, incompressible Stokes flow
and plate and shell problems. We shall not attempt to give a review of the vast amount of
literature available in the field and rather, we shall list only a few comprehensive sources
on the use of the methods. A thorough review of the mixed displacement-pressure (U -p)
formulation for nearly incompressible solids was given by Sussman and Bathe in refer-
ence [62], in which they employed the formulation for a wide range of linear and nonlinear
problems. Hughes [37] also discussed in great length mixed methods for nearly incom-
pressible solids and incompressible Stokes flow. Oden and Carey provided a detailed
presentation of the mathematical analysis of mixed methods in reference [52]. More re-
cently and more comprehensively, the mathematical treatment of the subject is given by
Brezzi and Fortin in reference [17].
The mathematical theory of the mixed methods is quite well established. Consider
in particular the U - p formulation, the key to the convergence of the formulation lies in
satisfying a stability condition known as the Brezzi-Babuska inf-sup condition. A U-
p element which does not satisfy the Brezzi-Babuska condition might work under certain
circumstances but in general the convergence can not be guaranteed.
Although the mathematical analysis of the proposed U- p -A formulation is not avail-
able, we note that the proposed U-p-Aformulation is very similar in structure to the
U- p formulation. Indeed, the pressure constraint part in our formulation is identical to
that of the U-p formulation and is uncoupled from the irrotationality constraint part.
For the U- p formulation, it has been proven that the biquadratic displacement-linear
discontinuous pressure element (the 9/3 U- p element) satisfies the Brezzi-Babuska inf-
sup condition. We therefore expect the 9/3 choice for the displacement and the pressure
to give favorable results for the U- p -A formulation. This will be confirmed later by
numerical experiments in the next chapter.
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Figure 3-1: Typical fluid-structure interaction problem
Despite the similarity mentioned above, there is a significant distinction between the
two formulations, that is, the U - p -A formulation given by Equation (3.6) is non-elliptic
in the displacements whereas the U - p formulation is elliptic. As a result, the U - p -
A solutions might, under certain conditions, contain zero displacement modes. This issue
is discussed in more detail in the next section.
3.2 Zero Modes
3.2.1 Existence of Zero Modes
Assuming that the normal component of the displacements, U - n, is prescibed on
the whole fluid boundary the stationarity condition (3.6), in its unapproximated form,
does not admit zero eigenvalues. This is not the case, however, once the finite element
approximation is introduced. To see how the zero modes might affect the solutions we
now take into account the solid part of the problem by considering the situation depicted
in Figure 3-1. As an extension of Equation (3.6) we have now the problem of finding
(U I , U') E Vh, P E Qh and A E Ph that satisfy
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3.2~~~ Zeo oes3
JPfw2'U 6U.SUdnf + pV •-.Ufdn - IA.-
+ jp wU'.,-8U'dWU-d. b -Cc..d o8 = 0
08 n
J(V fU')6pcd'+ +Jppd  = 0
J(Vx Ui) .- A d, -- A -. A d ' = 0
01 Of
where the superscript f refers to the fluid part of the pr
to the solid part of the problem, Vh is given by
V x 6Uf dnf
V (Uf, U") E Vh
V 6p E Qh
V bA E Ph
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
roblem, the superscript s refers
Vh = {(UI, U I V UE ' Vh~, U - n I = -U' -n.l, (3.24)
Vhf , Vh", Qh and Ph are the finite element approximation spaces for U I , Us, p and A
respectively.
Eliminating (3.22) and (3.23) we obtain
- Jp'fw 'U6U dn+J #(rIIV.UI)(11 V.-bU) dnf+J a(no2VxUf)(n, 2V x6U) din
Sp'w 2 U's6U dQf + 5be' - Ce' dQ' = 0 (3.25)
where II1 is the orthogonal projection operator from Vhf onto Qh and II2 is the orthog-
onal projection operator from Vhf onto Ph. Equation (3.25) is to be satisfied for all
(8fU, SU) E Vh.
Substituting for w = 0 and taking SUf = Uf and 6US = U' we obtain
/ ,(II1V-.U')(II 1V . U1 ) d 1 + J a(II2V x UI)(IH2V x U1 ) dn + J e'- Ce' d' = 0,
(3.26)
which can only be satisfied if each term vanishes separately. Provided the structure is
properly supported the formulation admits zero modes if and only if we can find U : 0
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satisfying the following conditions
h1V.UoU = 0 in Of (3.27)
flnVx Uo = 0 in f2 (3.28)
U -.n! = 0 on r (3.29)
and corresponding to such modes we have
po = 0 in Of (3.30)
Ao = 0 in Wf (3.31)
Us = 0 in 11' (3.32)
Because po and Ug are both zero the presence of these zero modes affects neither the
pressure distribution in the fluid nor the response of the structure in transient analysis.
Indeed, since Us vanishes in P and U .- nf vanishes on r0 these zero modes can not be
activated by structural motion and, in the absence of body forces, can only be activated
by numerical errors. However, if many such modes exist they can significantly reduce the
effectiveness of the solution algorithm used in frequency analysis.
Although zero modes are hardly desirable, a choice of Vh, Qh and Ph that can suppress
zero modes does not neccesarily give a desirable convergence property. This will be
evident from the numerical results to follow.
3.2.2 Number of Zero Modes
In the absence of the structure, the matrix equivalence of Equation (3.25) is the reduced
matrix equation given in Equation (3.17). The reduced stiffness matrix of Equation
(3.18) can also be written as
K* = ECET (3.33)
3.2 Zero Modes
where
-R-' 0
0 -G -1
E= [LQ
(3.34)
Let nd be the dimension of the displacement vector and nc be the dimension of the
vector combining the pressure and the Lagrangian parameters, we have that C is of
dimension nc x nc and E is of dimension nd x nc. Since C is positive definite the reduced
stiffness matrix K* possesses zero eigenvalues if the kernel of ET is not of dimension zero
i.e. for r = rank(ET) zero modes are admitted if
r < nd (3.35)
The eigenvectors corresponding to these zero modes belong to Ker ET and the number
of zero modes is given by kt = dim(Ker ET). Let k = dim(Ker E) it follows that
nd - kt = rank(ET ) = r = rank(E) = nc - k (3.36)
or
kt = nd - nc + k (3.37)
Let N be a vector containing P and T, we have
'TBN-= pV.- 6U dQ +J A -Vx6xU dQ (3.38)Q 0
Since 6U is subjected to 6U - n = 0 on the boundary, the right hand side of the
above equation vanishes for p being a constant and A being zero over the domain fl.
Accordingly,
k 2>1 (3.39)
and therefore
kt > nd - nc + 1 (3.40)
The above equation can also be applied when analysing coupled problems, in such case
nd is the number of fluid displacement degrees of freedom which are not constrained by
the solid.
3.2.3 Stabilization of Zero Modes
It has been suggested by Brezzi [16] that the zero modes can be stabilized by adding
measures of V -U and V x U in Vh to the U -p -A formulation. The formulation suggested
can be considered as a special case, with 71y = 72 = 1, of the following generalized
formulation
Jpw2U -- Ud +(1V U -1I fpV. UdS J(V. U)(V -6U)d
n n a
/ n
(1 - ) (V -U)spdQ + .spd) = 0 (3.42)
(1 -) (Vx U) A - A - Ad = 0 (3.43)
Superscripts f are now dropped for convenience.
For 71 = 72 = 0 the formulation reduces to the mixed U-p-A formulation and for
71 = 0, 72 = a the formulation reduces to the penalty formulation.
For 71 > 0 and 72 > 0 the strain energy operator associated with the displacement
variable
a(U, U) = 7 1J(V. U)(V. U)dl + 72/ (V x U) -(V x U) d6l (3.44)
n n
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is positive definite and hence the frequencies of the system are bounded away from zero.
Intuitively we expect small but nonzero frequencies corresponding to U satisfying (3.27)
to (3.29) for small -f and Y2 and expect the overconstraining behaviour of the penalty
formulation once -y and Y2 become large and the penalty terms dominate the stiffness
matrix. The above stabilizing scheme will thus be useful only if we can find 7l and
72 large enough to move the zero mode spectrum to a range higher than the physical
frequency range under consideration and small enough that no locking occurs. This
stabilized formulation is also studied numerically in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Numerical examples
Two types of elements based on this formulation have been implemented, the four-node
element and the nine-node element. The elements were tested in two categories of prob-
lems - - frequency analysis and transient analysis of fluid-structure coupled systems.
4.1 Frequency analyses of fluid-structure coupled
systems
In this category, two cases are considered. First we consider the system of a fluid of bulk
modulus 1.4 x 105N/m 2 and density 1000kg/m 3 enclosed in a tilted elastic piston and
rigid container of height 4m and widths 8m to 12m. The massless piston has a Young's
modulus of 1.0 x 10"1N/m 2 and a Poissons' ratio of 0.3. Figure 4-2 shows a typical mesh
with 32 nine-node fluid elements and 4 nine-node solid elements. The total number of
free fluid displacement degrees of freedom, nd , is 254. The penalty ratio a/# used in
the analyses are 1000.
Table 4-1 shows the frequencies of the system obtained using both the four-node
and the nine-node elements at given numbers of pressure and Lagrangian constraint
parameters The solution obtained from the velocity potential formulation is used as a
reference solution. We note that in this case the frequencies obtained from the 4-1-1
- 38 -
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Figure 4-1: Tilted piston-container problem
Figure 4-2: Tilted piston-container, mesh configuration
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4.1 Frequency analyses of fluid-structure coupled systems
Table 4-1: Tilted piston-container, U- p-A formulation, frequencies (rad/sec) computed
at different number of parameters
Formulation used number of zero modes physical frequency
eq.(3.40) observed First Second Third
Velocity potential - - 1.859 5.570 9.117
4-node, U-p-A
ip, 1A - - 1.860 5.605 9.302
3p, 3A - - 2.185 8.568 11.380
4p, 4A - - 2.185 8.568 11.380
9-node, U-p-A
3p, 3A > 63 63 1.861 5.603 9.189
3p, 4A > 31 31 1.860 5.596 9.146
4p, 3A > 31 31 1.859 5.569 9.111
4p,4A - - 1.859 5.592 9.275
6p, 6A - 1.864 5.680 9.346
8p, 8A - 1.867 5.809 9.522
9p, 9A - 1.867 5.809 9.522
U- p-A and all the 9-node U- p-A elements under consideration compare well with those
obtained from the potential formulation. Zero modes are obtained when using the 9-node
U-p-A elements of order less than the 9-4-4 element and the number of the zero modes
obtained agrees well with Equation (3.40). However, further study reveals more about
the elements.
As a second example we consider the problem of a rigid cylinder vibrating in a square
fluid cavity considered in Chapter 2.2. The problem configuration and a typical mesh
used in the analysis are shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2. The bulk modulus of the fluid used
in the analysis is now 2.1 x 10 9N/m 2. The value of the penalty factor a is taken to be
1000 times the value of the fluid bulk modulus P6. For a typical 9-node element mesh,
thirty two elements were used and we have nd = 252.
Table 4-2 shows the solutions to the problem obtained using various U - p -A elements
in comparison with the velocity potential formulation.
As in the previous case, it can be observed that the four node element with one
40
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Table 4-2: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid cylinder in a fluid cavity, U - p -A formulation
tested at various numbers of parameters.
parameter for both A and p gives the best results. The nine-node elements, however, do
not lock only when the 9-3-3, 9-3-4, 9-4-3 and 9-4-4 elements are used. The number of
the zero modes obtained also agrees well with Equation (3.40).
To investigate the accuracy of the mode shapes we now compare the mode shapes
obtained from the velocity potential formulation with the pressure distributions associ-
ated with the displacement eigenvectors of the U-p-A formulation. The pressure band
plots corresponding to the first two physical mode shapes of the system obtained using
the velocity potential formulation and the U-p-A formulation for both cases are given
in Figures 4-3 to 4-14. We observe that only the 9-3-3, 9-3-4 and 9-4-3 elements give ac-
curate pressure distributions in both cases. Although the 4-1-1 U-p-A element behaves
reasonably well in the first case, it gives checkerboard pattern in the pressure distribu-
tion of the first mode in the second case. The 9-4-4 U- p -A element solutions are not
quite accurate in the first case and, similar to the 4-1-1 U - p-A element, gives checker-
board pressure distribution in the second case. Further experiments show that these
Formulation used number of zero physical frequency
eq. (3.40) observed First Second Third
Velocity potential - - 4.27 581.8 1124.2
4-node, U-p-A
1p, 1A - - 4.35 581.7 1133.4
3p, 3A - - 680.9 2775.9 3611.5
4p,4A - - 680.9 2775.9 3611.5
9-node, U-p-A
3p,3A > 61 61 4.27 588.7 1137.5
3p, 4A > 29 29 4.27 587.2 1134.3
4p, 3A > 29 29 4.26 581.7 1124.1
4p,4A - - 4.41 581.7 1124.0
6p, 6A - - 579.4 1173.1 1226.7
8p, 8A - - 579.8 1177.7 1229.4
9p, 9A - - 579.8 1177.7 1229.5
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Figure 4-3: Tilted piston-container, velocity potential formulation, pressure distribution
corresponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-4: Tilted piston-container, 4-1-1 U - p-A elements, pressure distribution corre-
sponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-5: Tilted piston-container, 9-3-3 U-p-A element, pressure distribution corre-
sponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-6: Tilted piston-container, 9-3-4 U- p -A element, pressure distribution corre-
sponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-7: Tilted piston-container, 9-4-3 U- p -A element, pressure distribution
sponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-8: Tilted piston-container, 9-4-4 U- p-A elements, pressure distribution corre-
sponding to modes 1 and 2.
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4-9: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, velocity potential formulation,
elements, pressure distribution corresponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-10: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 4-1-1 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-11: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-3 U-p-A
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Figure 4-12: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-4 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-13: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-4-3 U- p -A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-14: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-4-4U - p -A formulation, pressure
distribution corresponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Table 4-3: Frequencies (rad/sec)
with zero mode stablization.
of a rigid cylinder in a fluid cavity, U -p -A formulation
checkerboard patterns persist even in finer meshes.
We now use the rigid cylinder case to test the zero mode stabilization scheme provided
in section 3.2.3. Letting 71 = 72 = / in Equations (3.41) to (3.43) and analysing the
problem at different values of y we obtain the results shown in Table 4-3.
As expected, small 7 leads to an occurance of small but nonzero frequencies before
the physical frequency spectrum. To shift these modes to a range higher than the low
physical frequency range we need to have a high value of 7. However, once 7 is high
enough the method cannot accurately represent the first physical mode (or the coupled
mode). We therefore conclude that this stablization scheme is not useful for practical
analysis.
7/1 First Second Third
frequency frequency frequency
1 x 10- 1 0.48 0.48 0.58
1 x 10-6  4.26 4.77 4.78
1 x 10-  4.43 47.7 47.9
1 x 10-2 12.71 475.8 477.0
1 84.8 581.8 1124.6
Reference Solution 4.27 581.8 1124.2
(Velocity potential
formulation)
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4.2 Transient analyses of fluid-structure coupled sys-
tems
We first study the dynamical behaviours of the tilted piston-container system. The
piston is subjected to a horizontal load with the maximum force of 1.4 x 103N and the
loading path as shown in Figure 4-15. The time step used with the trapezoidal rule is
0.2sec. Figures 4-16 shows the displacement history of the piston obtained using various
formulations.
We observe in this case that the responses from the pure displacement and the 9-3-3,
9-3-4, 9-4-3 U- p-A models coincide with that of the velocity potential formulation. The
4-1-1 and 9-4-4 U - p -A formulation, although slightly too stiff, compare reasonably well
with the velocity potential formulation. The penalty formulation, however, does not give
accurate response predictions.
Next, we perform a transient analysis of the rigid cylinder in a fluid cavity of Figure
2-2 considered in the previous section. The cylinder is subjected to a loading path
as shown in Figure 4-17 with a maximum force of 2000N. The time step used with the
trapezoidal rule is 0.1sec. The predicted displacement responses of the cylinder are shown
in Figures 4-18. The ordinary displacement formulation and the penalty formulation
yields unacceptable results. In contrary, excellent agreements between the 9-3-3, 9-3-4
and 9-4-3 U-p-A formulation and the velocity potential formulation are observed. The
4-1-1 and 9-4-4 U- p-A results, in comparison with the 9-3-3, 9-3-4 and 9-4-3 results, are
not as accurate. This is expected because the first mode shapes obtained from the 4-1-1
and the 9-4-4 are not accurate. In general, we can not expect this error to be small as
observed in this case.
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Figure 4-15: Tilted piston-container system, Load factor history.
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Figure 4-16: Tilted piston-container system, piston displacement history obtained using
different formulations.
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Figure 4-17: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, load factor history.
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Figure 4-18: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, cylinder displacement history
obtained using various formulation.
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We now replace the rigid cylinder of Figure 2-1 by a rigid ellipse of width 0.4m and height
2.0m. The mesh of fourty eight 9-node elements used in the analysis is shown in Figure
4-19. In this case we have nd = 380.
The results from the frequency analyses are shown in Table 4-4 and Figures 4-20 to
4-26. We observe that the number of zero modes does not agree with the theoretically
predicted number given by Equation (3.40). The second nonzero modes obtained do not
correspond to any physical mode and they do not agree well when comparing among the 9-
3-3, 9-3-4 and 9-4-3 elements. It appears that the error in the frequency corresponding to
some elements of Ker(ET ) becomes so high that its frequency crosses over the structural
mode. We observe in Figure 4-22, 4-24 and 4-26 that the mode shapes corresponding
to these modes still have zero normal component on the boundary and the parts of the
mode shapes corresponding to the structure (ellipse) are zero and therefore these modes
should not be activated by the structure.
We then subject the ellipse to a load described in Figure 4-17 and perform transient
analyses of this problem using a time step of 0.lsec. The results shown in Figure 4-27
support the above argument.
Table 4-4: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid ellipse in a fluid cavity, U- p -A formulation
tested at various numbers of parameters.
number of First Spurious Second Third
Formulation used zero modes physical frequency physical physical
eq. (3.40) observed frequency frequency frequency
Velocity potential - - 6.852 - 565.2 1138.0
9-node, U- p -A
3p, 3A > 93 92 6.864 89.9 573.4 1153.4
3p, 4A > 45 44 6.853 38.4 571.3 1149.4
4p,3A > 45 44 6.855 54.6 566.1 1137.9
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Figure 4-19: Rigid ellipse vibrating in a fluid cavity, mesh configuration
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Figure 4-20: Rigid Ellipse vibrating in a fluid cavity, velocity potential formulation,
9-node elements, pressure distribution corresponding to modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-21: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-3 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-22: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-3 U- p -A elements, pressure
distribution and mode shape corresponding to mode 94.
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Figure 4-23: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-4 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-24: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-3-4 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution and mode shape corresponding to mode 46.
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Figure 4-25: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-4-3 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution corresponding to physical modes 1 and 2.
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Figure 4-26: Rigid cylinder vibrating in a fluid cavity, 9-4-3 U-p-A elements, pressure
distribution and mode shape corresponding to mode 46.
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Figure 4-27: Rigid ellipse vibrating in a fluid cavity, ellipse displacement history obtained
using different formulations.
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Chapter
Formulations Based on Velocity
Potential
5.1 Velocity Potential Formulation
Consider an irrotational and isentropic flow of an inviscid fluid under small perturbations,
the governing equations in terms of the velocity potential are the wave equation
v1(graddiv(gradq5) = 9
co
in Ro (5.1)
and the boundary conditions
On
Poý
=0 on E
on ai0M
on OV20
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
where co is the sound wave speed of the fluid, Po is the fluid density, •Ro is the fluid
domain, Ob•R is the fixed part of the fluid boundary, CROM is the part of the boundary
correspond"' g to a free surface or a fluid-structure interface, n is the positive inward
surface normal vector corresponding to Oto0M , ti, is the positive inward normal velocity
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of the boundary ORZM and p is the pressure prescribed on RoMZ. It was first suggested
by Everstine [26] that a symmetric finite element formulation for dynamic fluid-structure
interaction can be obtained by using the velocity potential as the primary variable for
the fluid. The formulation introduced corresponds to solving, for the fluid part, the
discretized form of the above field equations. Although some special consideration is
required in frequency analysis due to the quadratic form of the resulting eigenproblem, the
method is still very attractive due to the small number of degrees of freedom required (as
compare to the displacement formulation) and the symmetric structure of the resulting
matrix equations. Later Olson and Bathe [55] extended the formulation by including a
spatially constant variable, Po(t), to eliminate the rigid body mode in the formulation
and enable the solutions of static problems. The quantity Po represents the uniform
hydrostatic pressure. The governing equations corresponding to this formulation are
C div(grad ) = -0 in Ro (5.5)
Po
J( -P)dVo= JurdAo (5.6)
Ro oaro
with the boundary conditions given in Equations (5.2) and (5.3) and
(Po4 - Po) = -p on adR M  (5.7)
together with a constraint on 4
= 0 at xo E Ro (5.8)
Equations (5.5) and (5.7) are the generalization of equations (5.1) and (5.4) respec-
tively. Equation (5.6) is an integral form of the mass conservation equation. This equa-
tion is introduced for the evaluation of Po. The constraint equation (5.8) provides the
uniqueness for 4 once Po is in place. Associated with the above equations we have the
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weak forms
Po - po grad g " grad 6 + o5+Po dVo
CRo
6Pb 1 -P dVo - J Po IundAo
Ro 0 RoS6un (Pod- Po) dAo
aro
= 0
= 0
=- bu,,pdAo
aRo
and the corresponding matrix equations
0 O0' ] 4 0
0 o + C Po
0 ]I" LcU ~tOU
C4Po
0
0
0 H o
0 iLB
+ 0 KpoPo KPOuB Po = 0
0 KUB 0 uB L _RUB
where the submatrices are evaluated from the corresponding integrals
Koo : fpograd6b. -grad 0dVo
PooKpop o : -/bP Po2dVo
Ro
KPoB : SPou,, dAo
RUB : Iup dAo
OroM0
JOq:bq-dVo
C,6,,B : I
M,0, : bOLO ý X.
We note that, in contrast with the displacement formulation, M0, is associated with
compression energy of the fluid and K€o is related to fluid's kinetic energy. Fluid and
solid are coupled together by terms in the coupling matrix C. An incompressible fluid
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
0-MO4
0
0
(5.12)
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can be modelled by dropping M60 and all terms involving Po. Static problems can be
analysed by simply dropping 0 from the above equa*ions.
5.2 Velocity Potential-Density Formulation
To extend the formulation given in the previous section to nonlinear analysis, Equation
(5.5) needs to be replaced by its unapproximated form (see Appendix A)
V2 - V~ [(V. -V)V•] + a -0 - A + Vq. )- V (5.13)
where A is the unsteady Bernoulli constant and in the linear case A = Po/po. Due to
the first term on the right hand side of the above equation a finite element formulation
based on this equation would require C' continuity on 0 and thus is undesirable. Since
the above equation is derived from the Bernoulli equation and the continuity equation in
terms of the velocity potential 0 and the density p, it is natural to introduce the density
as an extra variable to alleviate the continuity requirement.
Let us consider first the condition of infinitesimal motions employed in the previous
section, the governing equations in terms of the velocity potential and the density derived
in Appendix A are
Pp +•-A = 0 in Ro (5.14)
Po
, + podiv(grad ) = 0 in 1?0 (5.15)
JpidVo-J poundAo = 0 (5.16)
Ro 8Ro
= 0 on r8 (5.17)
= it, on 07"M  (5.18)
On
Po( - A) = -p on aR1M  (5.19)
where p = p - po is the perturbation in the density. We note that Equations (5.14)
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and (5.15) are the linear form of the Bernoulli equation and the continuity equation
respectively and Equation (5.16) is a variation of the global mass conservation equation.
The weak forms corresponding to Equations (5.14) to (5.19) are
p Pcop,+ - A) dVo
Po
7(oaP -7pograd-gradb) d- d podbiidAoIzo aRo
6bA J pl dVo - A f poundAo
R o O7R o
buPo - ) dA 0o + udAo
alo aizo
= 0
= 0o
= 0
= 0
(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
After discretization, we obtain
C,P 0 0 K,, O0 Kp, 0
0 0 CqB 0 KOO 0 0
+
0 0 0 A K B 0 0 KA,
-CUB 0 0 J 0 0 KS(u, 0
submatrices are evaluated from the corresponding integrals
p
A
UB
0
0
0
(5.24)
K,, : SP PidVo
1o
K, : - 6pA dVo
zRo
K,4 : J Po grad 6-. grad dVo
nRo
KAUB : 6Apou,, dAo
CP, : IS6pdVo
zRo
C i, : 45 pPoin dAo
RUB / J 6pdAo
av,,
In this formulation the Bernoulli equation and the continuity equation are separately
enforced. As a result, the corresponding matrix equations do not involve the second order
time derivative or the "mass" matrix but extra degrees of freedom are required for p.
0
-Cp
0
0
where the
Associated with the kinetic energy and the internal energy of the fluid are submatrices
K,0 and K,, respectively. The matrix C and the remaining parts of K couple together
the two parts of the fluid's energy and couple the flexible (structure) interface to the
fluid. Similar to the velocity potential formulation presented in the previous section, we
can represent an incompressible fluid by using only the velocity potential and the normal
boundary displacement as the variables and we can analyse static problems by discarding
all terms involving the velocity potential from the above equations.
Letting Sp equal to 64 we obtain Equation (5.9) directly from Equations (5.20) and
(5.21) and thus the two set of equations (5.9) to (5.11) and (5.20) to (5.23) are equivalent.
After discretization the equivalence of the two formulations, U - 4 - Po and U - 4 - p - A,
will still hold provided that we choose the space for p and bp to be the same as that for
0 and 64, i.e. if we choose the same shape functions for p and 4. Of course, in analysing
linear problems the U - 4 - p - A formulation is , with twice the number of degrees
of freedom per fluid node, not as efficient as the U - 4 - P0 formulation and therefore
is of limited practical use. The benefits of introducing the density lie in the nonlinear
formulation.
Now let us return to the general case in which the fluid motion can be arbitrarily
large. The nonlinear counterparts of Equations (5.14) to (5.19) written in the Eulerian
description are derived in Appendix A and summarized below:
1
h + 4' + -(grad 4)2 = A in R ,  (5.25)2
p' + div(p grad ) = 0 in R, (5.26)
J pdV, = M (5.27)
04,
= 0 on 1ZE (5.28)OnY
= =i,, on OR M  (5.29)np(p) = p on (5.30)
p(p) = on ORM (5-30)
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where M is the total mass of the fluid body, h is the specific enthalpy (which can be
written in terms of p once the isentropic state equation is given). The subscript y denotes
the current configuration for the domain and the boundary. The gravity effects can be
included by subtracting from the left hand side of equation (5.25) the gravity force
potential. This set of equations is to be used as a basis for the nonlinear U - € - p - A
formulation.
An Eulerian form of the nonlinear U - € - p - A finite element formulation was
introduced by Kock and Olson in reference [42]. Although the method is useful in a
variety of problems, its applications is still limited to cases with relatively small boundary
displacements. One simple approach to address this limitation is to separately employ
a mesh reconstruction scheme to allow larger boundary movements. Alternatively and
more rigorously we can employ an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description,
which accurately takes into account the non-Eulerian nature of the finite element mesh
with moving boundary and in which both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian formulations
are embedded. Mesh updating is an integral part of the formulation when using the ALE
description.
We adopt, in this thesis, the ALE approach to develop a fully nonlinear velocity
potential-density formulation for fluid-structure interaction. In the following chapters
we shall first discuss and summarize the theory of the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian de-
scription. The proposed finite element formulation is next presented in detail. Numerical
examples are then provided to verify and demonstrate the capability of the formulation.
Chapter 6
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
Description
6.1 Overview
In analysing continuum mechanics problems, two types of descriptions are widely used,
namely, the Lagrangian description and the Eulerian description. The Lagrangian de-
scription, commonly used in solid mechanics, is the one in which we refer to a quantity
of interest by associating its value with a material particle identified via the particle's
location in the initial configuration. On the other hand, we describe quantities in the
Eulerian description by associating them with a point in the domain of interest without
regard to any specific material particle. This description is widely used in fluid mechanics.
In finite element analysis we describe any state variable through the mesh. A La-
grangian finite element mesh must therefore represent the deformation of the material
body, i.e. the motion of the mesh must coincide with the particle motion. In contrast, an
Eulerian finite element mesh is fixed in space. The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
formulation is a more general formulation that embeds the two descriptions mentioned
above. In this formulation, the mesh is allowed to move but the motion of a mesh point
does not, in general, coincide with any material particle path. After each time step the
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mesh is updated and, in the spirit of the updated Lagrangian formulation, the finite
element solution is performed using the current or most recent mesh configuration.
The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description was first introduced by Noh [51] for
finite difference analysis of hydrodynamics problems. The method was also used by
Hirt et al. [35], Pracht [57] and Stein et al. [61] in the finite difference context. It was
later adopted and developed in finite element formats for fluid-structure interaction and
for free surface flow problems by Belytschko [10, 8, 11, 13, 12, 7], Donea [25, 24],
Hughes [38, 39], Liu [45, 44] and their coworkers. More recently, the ALE concepts
was applied to nonlinear solid mechanics and contact problems by Haber [32], Liu et
al. [43], Benson [14], Ghosh and Kikuchi [29] and others. It seems, however, that the
ALE method has never been applied in the finite element context to any potential-based
formulations for fluid-structure interaction.
In the following sections we shall first describe the basic theoretical concepts un-
derlying the ALE description and then provide and summarize some useful kinematic
relations.
6.2 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Description
Let a body B occupy a region ,~, in the Euclidean space R at time to. The motion of any
material particle of B is defined by a mapping : : (., x t) --, R. The region occupied
by the body B at time t or the image of RZ. at time t is denoted by R,. The position
at time t of a material particle which at time to occupied the position x or the image of
x E R, at time t is denoted by
y = Y(x, t) (6.1)
We then define another domain, the referential domain R., and another mapping
8 : (IZ x t) --,+R whose range is "also" 14. This mapping ' defines the motion of the
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X = Xi
y = y
z = zi
Arrows represent material motion
Grid lines represent mesh motion
Figure 6-1: Motions in arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation
mesh. The motion of any mesh point or the image of z E Iz at time t is defined by
y = y(z, t) (6.2)
The choice of R, j# Z, only serves to underscore the difference between the mesh motion
and the material motion. We can also define 1,Z such that IZ, = I, (but Y # Y) and in
such case ,Z can be thought of as the mesh configuration at time to. Figure 6-1 shows
schematically the two motions.
The mappings Y and Y induce another mapping - : (R., x t) -- RZ, and we can write
z = Z(x,t) = Y-6(.(x, t), t)
__
(6.3)
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A material particle which occupied x at time to is in general, at different times tj and t2 ,
represented by different points z Z 2z2 in the referential domain. The mapping - defines
this relation.
Consider a physical quantity f (e.g. density, particle velocity). To express this
quantity in the Eulerian description we write
f = f(y, t) (6.4)
while in the Lagrangian description we write
f = f((x,t), t)= f(x, t) (6.5)
We then introduce the "mesh-referential description", in which we associate the value of
f with z E 7z, via the mesh motion ', i.e.
f = f(y(z, t), t) = f(z, t) (6.6)
In other words, we attach the variable f to mesh points.
It is worth mentioning that if R?, = RZ, and y = F for all t the mesh-referential
description is then identical to the Lagrangian description. Likewise, if Z-, = •, and
y = 1(identity mapping) the mesh-referential description specializes to the Eulerian de-
scription.
In the Eulerian description, the time rate of change is the rate observed at a fixed
point in space - "the spatial time derivative" - defined by
f' --f(y, t) (6.7)
whereas the time rate of change of f with respect to a fixed material particle - "the
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material time derivative" - is defined by
fI= t) (6.8)
and finally the time rate of change of f with respect to a given reference point z E 1?z
(or a given mesh point) - "the mesh-referential time derivative" - is defined by
f = -f(z, t) (6.9)
The spatial time derivative and the material time derivative are related by
Sf(y, t) +f(y, t) y;iy=(xt)
at ay; at y=y(xt)
af(y, t) + af(y,t) y (610)
at + y at" y=y(x,t)
or dropping (-) and (') and denoting the particle velocity a/8at by v, we have
f = f' + grad f -v (6.11)
The convective term grad f .v arises from the fact that a fixed point in space y does not
always represent the same material particle.
Using the mesh-referential time derivative and the spatial time derivative we obtain
f. af(y, t) afi(y,t) ay•
at + ay 1y= y(zt)
= f' + grad f -vm  (6.12)
where vm = ag/at is the velocity of a mesh point. This equation is of key importance
in subsequent analysis.
From the above relation we see that if the mesh motion coincides with the material
particle motion, i.e. v•m = v, the mesh-referential time derivative is identical to the
material time derivative. On the other hand, if the mesh is fixed in space, i.e. v ' = 0,
then the mesh-referential time derivative and the spatial time derivative are identical.
In the ALE finite element formulation, the mesh motion ' is specified by some up-
dating rule and is generally distinct from either zero or the particle motion. The time
rate of change to be used is accordingly the mesh-referential time derivative.
6.3 Kinematics of Mesh Motion
The kinematic relations developed in the continuum mechanics study of body motions
can be used with mesh motions by reinterpreting the particle motion as the motion of a
mesh point. The following are some useful definitions:
mesh motion:
mesh displacement:
mesh velocity:
mesh deformation gradient:
mesh Jacobian determinant:
mesh velocity gradient:
spatial gradient operator:
referential gradient operator:
y
U m
Vm
F m
Jm
Lm
grad
Grad
= 0(z,t)
= (z, t)
= (z, t) - Y(z, to)
oa(z,t)
at
y U
ay
8z
= det Fm
%vm
Oz
Using the above definitions, relationships between the referential and spatial deriva-
tives both in time and space can be derived as follow:
f* = f' + grad f- vm
a* = a'+ (grada)vm
(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.13)
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= FmT grad f
= (grad a)Fm
= Fm*Fm- '
= J" tr Lm = Jm div v"
= -LmT grad f + grad(f')
= -(grad a)Lm + grad(a')
= -(grad a) -Lm + div(a*)
Consider a subregion D C 1R,
region and the same mesh surface
(f dVy
a -n dAy)
and a surface S C IR, that represent the same mesh
at all time, we have
= (f* + ftrLm)dV,
= (a* +atrLm -Lma) ndA,
(6.23)
(6.24)
where n is the surface normal vector corresponding to S.
The above relations shall be used extensively in linearizing the governing equations.
Grad f
Grad a
Lm
Jm.
(grad f)*
(grad a)*
(div a)*
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
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Chapter 7
Velocity Potential-Density ALE
Formulation
7.1 ALE Governing Equations and Weak Forms
We summarize below the Eulerian form of the equations governing an irrotational and
isentropic flow of an inviscid fluid under conservative body forces:
h + 0' + (grad0)2 - G = A
p'+ div(pgrad ) = 0
p = p(p)
JpdV,
P.y
iOn
= 0
fin
where
0 = velocity potential
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in Z,
in ?,
in R"
(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)
(7.7)
on 01Z'
on anzIZM
7.1 ALE Governing Equations and Weak Forms
p = mass density
A = unsteady Bernoulli's (spatial) constant, i.e. A = A(t)
u, = normal boundary displacement
p = pressure
G = body force potential = -g y3
h = specific enthalpy = J
dP
M = total mass of the fluid body
1S= pe + p' + p(grad 0) 2 - pG - pA
e = specific internal energy = - pd( )
p = prescribed pressure
R E = fixed part of the boundary of ,Z
82" = part of the boundary of R, which is a moving material surface
n = positive inward surface normal vector corresponding to ao,
The above set of equations can be obtained by taking the variation of [42]
II(p A, = dVy +AM dt (7.8)
given Equation (7.3) as a side constraint. Equation (7.1) is the unsteady Bernoulli
equation, which is a scalar form of the momentum equations. Equation (7.2) is the
continuity equation. Equation (7.3) is the state equation. Equation (7.4) is the global
mass conservation equation, which is required in order to solve for A. Equation (7.5)
specifies zero flow across o'R1. Non-zero flow can be allowed by letting po/lan = r on
0R1 and M = Mo + f i dAy, where r* is the prescribed mass flow rate. Equation
(7.6) is the kinematic boundary condition at a free surface or a fluid-structure interface.
The variable 7r can be shown, at equilibrium conditions, to be equal to the negative of
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the pressure, thus Equation (7.7) is the dynamic boundary condition which specifies the
pressure on a moving material surface. We retain the form of Equation (7.7), instead of
using p(p) = p, since this form follows directly from the stationarity of HI.
The time derivatives that appear in the above equations are Eulerian time derivatives.
To permit moving a finite element mesh, we must transform these rates into mesh-
referential time derivatives. Since the mesh will be updated and the computational
frame is the current configuration, we still write the governing equations in ZY,. Using
Equation (6.12) we obtain the following governing equations as the basis of our arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation:
1 2
h + - v" grad + $ (grad )2 + g y3 - A = 0 in R, (7.9)
p* -v m• gradp+div(pgradq ) = 0 in R, (7.10)
p = p(p) in R, (7.11)
J pdV, = M (7.12)
and the boundary conditions:
= 0 on oRE (7.13)
S= , on a9ZM (7.14)8n Y
7r = -p on 9R•M  (7.15)
where r = pe + pq* - pv " - grad 0 + p(grad 0)2/2 + pg y3 - pA.
Because the boundaries of the fluid domain and the mesh coincide, the normal velocity
of the mesh is equal to the normal velocity of the boundary or i, = ic'. To underscore
this fact we shall later write i"0 instead of it,.
In the following formulation the state equation (7.11) will be enforced by direct sub-
stitution i.e. it will be treated as a constitutive equation. The weak forms of Equations
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(7.9)-(7.10) and (7.12)-(7.15) to be satisfied at any time t are:
Sp h + -v . grad + (grad) + gy - A] dV =0 (7.16)
S (-p + vm .grad p) + p grad 0 -grad 64 dVy
+ J 6bpit•dA, = 0 (7.17)
AJ pdV, = SAM (7.18)Ry
b 6umrrdA, = - J 6u'pdA, (7.19)
An updating rule for interior values of um and the tangential component of the bound-
ary motion are required, either in a form of constraint equations or an updating algorithm
relating u " to un.-
Assuming infinitesimal perturbations all descriptions are identical and the governing
equations (7.9)-(7.15) and the weak forms (7.16)-(7.19) reduce to Equations (5.14)-(5.19)
and (5.20)-(5.23) correspondingly.
7.2 Linearization and Finite Element Discretization
The weak forms derived in the preceding section can be written symbolically as
sW(0) = SR (7.20)
where 0 = (p, 0, A, utm, p*, 0*, vm), 6W is the sum of the left hand sides of the weak
forms - the "internal virtual work", and 6R is the sum of the right hand sides of the
weak forms - the "external virtual work". Applying finite element interpolations on 0
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yields the discretized equilibrium equations
F(O) = R (7.21)
where O is a vector containing nodal values of 0 and F depends nonlinearly on 0.
Assume that the solution up to time t is known and we want to find the solution for
time t + At. We can write the Taylor series expansion of Equation (7.21) around the
configuration at time t as
t+L'R = F('t+ tO) - F(t') + O -AO (7.22)
tO
and the tangent stiffness and coupling matrices can be determined from OF/HO.
Since
8F 8F 8O
eAO = ý- -- t (7.23)
and the variables in 0 are attached to mesh points (nodal points) it follows that
OF
-O .AO = F*At (7.24)
Thus
F(tO) + F* At -+" R(7.25)
t
and similarly
6t W + 6W" At - 6t+tR(7.26)
t
Thus far the linearization was done on an equilibrium configuration at time t but the
results above are as well applicable on an inequilibrium configuration, e.g., in the Newton
iteration method in which the stiffness matrix is recalculated in every iteration.
Considering the parts of SW corresponding to Sp, we obtain from Equation (7.16)
6WO*At =J 6 Ahp + A '- Av m .gradc
+ (grad - v m) . [- gradT(Aum) grad 0 + grad((A)]
+g Ay3 - AA } + dV, (7.27)
where
= h + - vm . grad + (grad )2 + g y3 - A (7.28)
From Equation (7.17) we obtain
SW;At = J60{ -Ap'{+Avm -gradp
+vm  [- gradT (Au m ) grad p + grad(Ap)]
+p grad 6o. [- gradT (Aum) grad 0 + grad(A€)]
+Ap grad 0 -grad 6 + p grad 
€ - [- gradT(Aum) grad 60]
+ div(Au m) [J6(-p* + vm -grad p) + p grad .- grad 68] JdVy
+ f [6(A pvtm + pAv m) + 6¢ div(Au m)pv m
-6vpgrad(Aum)v - ndAy, (7.29)i 7.9
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From Equation (7.18) we obtain
Sw;At = 6AJ Ap + pdiv(Aum)] dV, (7.30)
Finally from Equation (7.19) we have
W UnALt a= bJ {umoAP + 6ump{·* - Av . -grad q
+ (grad 
€ - vm ). [- gradT(Aum) grad 0 + grad(AO)]
+g Ay a - AA}
+r [div(Au m ) 1 - grad(Aum )] Sum} n dA, (7.31)
Althought it is possible to simplify the above expressions using the equilibrium conditions
at time t, we retain the above forms so that the corresponding tangent matrices be
applicable as well on a nonequilibrium configuration.
Applying a standard discretization procedure [5] with
p = Hp
0 = HIO , (7.32)
u = HU
where p, P, U contain nodal values of p,O and u m respectively we obtain the following
matrix equations
(7.33)
90
tK AT + tC Alg* = t+&tR - tF
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where
Kpp
Kop
KAp
0
U
Coo
0
0
0
tC=
KP,
Koo
0
0
O
0
0
P
A
U'
UB
0
Kua
KUB)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(7.34)
KpuB
KAUB
KuBB
KUBUB
0
CpuB
0
CUBU
0
KouA
K,Pui
C'g
C4,
0
0
0
(7.35)
(7.36)
- - - -~- - -- --
I
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and
H JH2H, dV,
=r v D
SJH(grad k - vm)T Dd
1i,
-I TJH dV,
( s D
-JH:EdV~
- J(H:V'T~D + Do grad OH,) dV, + II
87ZM
H TnTvmH dA,
Ko = JDjpD6dV,
K = J(HG + D
= - H,pdV
= - pBdV,
'Rb
TQ) dV, +
= K PA
(HP) dA,
SHTncrHpdAy
HTn(grad - vmTDdA
v)Ddy
alzmy
HTnpdA,
SHTNdAy8RM3,
(7.37)
Ku
__
.1~
fKxp
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C, = JHTHHdV,
C, = -J H(grad q)THdVy
CH, = - HHdV, - C
c =, HO(grad p)THdVy,- J HpnTHdA, (7.38)
C, = HTnpHdA,
C,= - / H'np(grad )T'HdA,
and DP, Dj, B, E, G, Q, P and T are defined such that
DAp = grad(Ap)
DA4 = grad(AO)
B AU = div(Aum )
E AU = -(grad 0 - v') . [gradT(Aum) grad 0] + gAys + u div(Aum)
G AU = -vm [gradT(Aum) grad p] + (-p* + vm -grad p) div(Au m)
Q AU = -p [grad(Aum) + gradT (Aum) - div(Aum)l] grad 4
P AU = pn (div(Au m)l - grad(Au')) v'
N AU = np{-(grad 0 - v m) [gradT(Aum) grad ] + gAy3 }
+nr div(Aum) + r gradT(Aum)n
In the above equations K,, and K,, are symmetric, KA, = KT , C', = --CT, and
subscripts uB and uI refer to the um degree of freedoms corresponding to boundary
points and interior points respectively.
Under small perturbation assumptions the stiffness and coupling matrices can be
reduced to those previously given in equation (5.25).
Now that the linearized equilibrium equations are established in equation (7.33) one
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can choose a suitable time integration scheme to analyse a given problem.
7.3 Boundary Conditions and Mesh Updating
As evidence in Equation (7.19) the equilibrium equation only governs the normal part of
the motion of the fluid boundary, therefore, a mesh updating rule or the mesh motion
y must be provided to complete the problem statement. In general, nodes on the mesh
boundary and interior nodes require different considerations.
The simplest possible case is when we consider a flow through a control volume. The
whole mesh can be considered fixed or purely Eulerian. This is not the case once the
situation involved a free surface or an interface with a structure. For problems with
small boundary motion a mesh with all interior nodes fixed is an effective choice while
for problems with large boundary motion the interior nodes should be allowed to move
as well to prevent excessive mesh distortion.
Consider a fluid-structure coupled analysis, two conditions must be met on the fluid-
structure interface, the force eqilibrium condition
p'fn = 7"n" (7.39)
and the compatibility condition, in case no separation is allowed,
Uf . nf = -us. n" (7.40)
On a totally submerged interface with no separation the two condition can be met by
simply attaching the ALE fluid nodes to the Lagrangian structural nodes. Using the
same nodes and shape functions along the boundary ensures the compatibility condition
while the assembling of the element matrices enforce the force equilibrium condition in
a weak sense. The advantage.of using the ALE formulation is evident in this case.
In case the interface is partially submerged the fluid node common to the free surface
and the fluid-structure interface can not be attached to the Lagrangian structural node
without violating the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the free surface.
In addition, other nodes along the interface should be allowed to move from the solid
nodes as well to preserve mesh regularity. Therefore, when the solid is modelled by a
Lagrangian formulation a contact algorithm must be introduced to enforce the above two
conditions. This approach is also applicable when separation between the fluid and the
solid is to be allowed. Another approach is to develop an ALE formulation for the solid
and then the fluid and the solid can share the same node along the boundary as in the
case of totally submerged interface. The choice of a suitable contact algorithm and the
development of ALE formulation for solids are beyond the scope of this thesis and in the
next chapters we shall limit ourself to solutions of problems which do not require these
special considerations.
On a free surface the boundary conditions involve only the fluid and both the dynamic
and the kinematic boundary conditions are embedded in the formulation. However, the
dynamic boundary condition only provides the "stiffness" in the direction normal to the
free surface. An additional rule must be provided to complete the motion definition of
the boundary nodes. A natural choice of such rule is to fix the mesh horizontally on
the boundary. In this case, the kinematic boundary condition can be reduced to a more
familiar form
85 8u!- 
€ i'u(7.41)
y - at z z
as usually used in the classical treatment of the free surface problem [21]. Other choices
are also possible, for example, a fully Lagrangian description on the boundary.
For interior nodes, the mesh motion should be choosen so as to prevent excessive
mesh distortion. For a wide range of application, this can be achieved by simply con-
straining the interior nodes to move in proportion to the boundary nodes. In this case
the constraints can be enforced using the element assembling process and the number of
equations can be greatly reduced. Other methods currently available are more numeri-
cally involved despite that they can be effective in some cases. For numerical efficiency,
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we employ in this thesis the constraint equation approach.
Chapter 8
Numerical Examples
The proposed formulation has been implemented experimentally in ADINA. The follow-
ing five cases are chosen to test and demonstrate the capability of the formulation. Full
Newton iteration method is employed in all cases.
8.1 Steady Compressible Flow through a Varying
Section Channel
To verify the implementation of the formulation we consider the subsonic range of a
steady isentropic flow of a perfect gas through a channel of variable cross section. As
shown in Figure 8-1 the channel under consideration is Im wide at the inlet and 0.5 m
wide at the outlet. The gas initial density, initial sound wave speed and perfect gas
constant are 1.21kg/m 3 , 343m/sec2 and 1.4 respectively. Figure 8-2 shows the mesh
of ten 9-node elements used in this case. All nodes are fixed in space and thus the
formulation reduces to a purely Eulerian formulation. Since the gas is compressible we
assign both velocity potential and density degrees of freedom to each node. The mass
flow rate at the inlet is prescibed by applying a suitable "force" on the inlet surface. The
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Figure 8-1: Steady compressible flow through a varying section channel problem
INFLOW
. .rrOUr nw
Figure 8-2: Flow through a varying section channel, mesh configuration
force vector, Re, corresponding to a mass flow rate of m- is given by
R,= j 0 ~i dA, (8.1)
A uniform pressure condition is precribed at the outlet by fixing the velocity potential
degrees of freedom along the outlet surface.
The problem was analysed by Kock and Olson [42] and the results agree well with the
analytical sotution (see for example [3]). Since our formulation reduces to that introduced
by Kock and Olson for an Eulerian mesh, we expect similar results from our formulation.
Figure 8-3 shows the pressure and the velocity distribution corresponding to a mass flow
rate of 120kg/sec. The relation between the mass flow rate and the downstream velocity
is given in Figure 8-4. The numerical solution is, for most part of the data given, within
0.01 percent from the analytical solution and the difference is not noticeable from the
- -
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graph.
8.2 Circular Tank Draining of an Incompressible
Fluid
We now consider the draining of an incompressible fluid from an open cylindrical tank
through a circular openning at the bottom of the tank. As shown in Figure 8-5, the tank
radius is Im, the depth of the fluid is 0.35m and the specified flowrate out of the 0.2m
radius openning is 0.31m 3 /sec.
The finite element model used to analyse this problem is shown in Figure 8-6. In this
problem no density degree of freedom is required because the density of an incompressible
fluid is a constant. The whole mesh region is modelled as an ALE mesh and all nodes
are horizontally fixed. Therefore, vertical displacement degrees of freedom are assigned
to the nodes in addition to the velocity potential degrees of freedom. All other nodes
are constrained to move vertically in proportion to the vertical displacement of the free
surface and the distance from the bottom of the tank, i.e., for a typical node j and the
corresponding node i on the free surface,
v = (8.2)
For time integration, the trapezoidal rule was used with a time step of O.006sec.
The calculated shapes of the free surface at different times are plotted in Figure 8-7.
Figure 8-8 shows the pressure and the velocity distribution at time 0.042 second.
The result at 0.078 second is compared with those presented by Kock and Olson in
reference [42] and Zhou and Graebel in reference [65] in Figure 8-9. We observe that the
formulations used in the two references mentioned above predict a dip in the vicinity to
the center of the tank deeper than our formulation predicts. The discrepancies can be
explained by the following consideration.
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Figure 8-3: Flow through a varying section channel, pressure and velocity distribution
corresponding to a mass flow rate of 120kg/sec
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Figure 8-4: Flow through a varying section channel, relation between the flow rate and
the downstream velocity
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Figure 8-5: Circular tank draining problem
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Figure 8-6: Circular tank draining, initial mesh configuration
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Figure 8-7: Circular tank draining, free surface shape at various times
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Figure 8-8: Circular tank draining, pressure and velocity distribution at t = 0.042sec
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Figure 8-9: Circular tank draining, free surface position at t = 0.078sec
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In reference [42] the formulation used was purely Eulerian and accordingly the time
derivatives of any quantities used in and computed using this formulation are Eulerian
time derivatives, i.e., the time rate of change associated with a fixed point in space.
However, a point on a moving material surface is not a Eulerian point and the convective
term must be taken into account in updating variables associated with this point. If the
point is a Lagrangian point the updating rule for a physical quantity f is
Af . af
-- + grad f . v (8.3)
If, as in this case, the point is fixed in the horizontal direction, then the updating rule is
Af. 8f 8fSa - + V (8.4)
In reference [42] the last term in Equation (8.4) is neglected and we believe this is the
cause of the observed disagreement.
In reference [65] a boundary element formulation based on the Laplace equation and
the Eulerian form of the Bernoulli equation on the free surface was employed. The
updating rule for the nodes on the free surface was not explicitly stated but the close
agreement of the results from both references suggest that a similar error was made.
8.3 Free Surface Wave Propagation
Consider a long and shallow bed of an incompressible fluid as shown in Figure 8-10 under
a passing of a solitary wave. The wave is generated by subjecting the left hand boundary
of the fluid to a horizontal displacement of
u - 1 + tanh(E- - 4) (8.5)
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g= 1
10
949.095
Figure 8-10: Free surface wave propagation problem
where
c = gD(1 + )
F3H D4D
For this specific case we take g = 1, L = 949.095, D = 10, H = 0.86 and p = 1. The
finite element mesh used in the analysis shown in Figure 8-11 has two 4-node elements
through the depth and one hundred and sixty 4-node elements along the length of the
fluid bed. The typical element width, h, is 5.895 and the trapezoidal rule was employed
in time integration with a time step of At = h/c = 1.7888. The whole mesh is stationary
in the horizontal direction, except that the nodes along the left boundary are constrained
to move horizontally by the displacement given in Equation (8.5) above. Below the free
surface all nodes are also vertically stationary whereas on the free surface all nodes move
vertically with the free surface.
Figure 8-12 shows the profile of the free surface at different instant. The results agree
well with those provided by Hughes et al. [38].
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h=5.895
All 4-node elements
Figure 8-11: Free surface wave propagation, initial mesh configuration
8.4 Large Amplitude Sloshing
The sloshing behavior of fluid is of key importance in studying the response of liquid-filled
container and nuclear reactor systems under seismic loading. This example demonstrate
the capability of the proposed formulation to analyse large amplitude sloshing.
The 0.8m-wide rigid container shown in Figure 8-13 is filled with water to the depth
of 0.3m and then excited for ten cycles by a horizontal ground acceleration of
g, = Ag sin(wt) (8.6)
where A = 0.01, g = 9.8m/sec2, w = 0.89Hz. The chosen frequency is approximately the
fundamental frequency of the system. The mesh of two hundred 9-node elements is shown
in Figure 8-14. Similar to section 8.2 the whole mesh region is modelled as an ALE mesh
and all nodes are horizontally fixed. A vertical displacement degree of freedom is assigned
to each node in addition to the velocity potential degree of freedom. All nodes not on the
free surface are constrained to move vertically in proportion to the vertical displacement
of the free surface and the distance from the bottom of the tank, i.e., Equation (8.2)
applies. The Trapezoidal rule was u'zd with a time step of At = 0.05618sec. The time
step chosen is approximately the same as the time step used by Huerta and Liu [36] to
analyse the same problem using a displcement-based ALE formulation.
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Figure 8-12: Free surface wave propagation, free surface profiles at various times
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Figure 8-13: Large amplitude sloshing problem
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Figure 8-14: Large amplitude sloshing, initial mesh configuration
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The velocity distribution at time 15.7866sec and time 16.0675sec. are shown in Figure
8-15 and 8-16 respectively. The changing profile of the free surface during the last ten
time steps are plotted in Figure 8-17 and the time history of the vertical displacement
experienced by the nodes at both end of the free surface is given in Figure 8-18. We
observe that the motion of the water at the center of the tank is always horizontal.
Due to nonlinearity, the amplitudes of the upward displacement at both ends of the
free surface are of almost twice the magnitude of those of the corresponding downward
displacement. If a linear theory were employed, the same magnitude would have been
predicted for both the upward and the downward motion. These observations agree well
with those obtained experimentally by Muto et al. [49] and numerically by Huerta and
Liu [36].
8.5 Gas Bubble Expanding in a Water Tank
To demonstrate the capability of the formulation in analysing complex fluid-structure
interactions we consider the problem of a gas bubble bursting in a water tank depicted
in Figure 8-19. The tank bottom and the upper part of the tank wall are rigid. The
lower part of the tank wall (0.240m high) is made of 0.5mm thick steel plate with an
elastic modulus of 1.93 x 1012MPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. The water is modelled as
a compressible fluid with a constant bulk modulus of 2.2 x 10'MPa. The gas contained
in the bubble is a perfect gas with a perfect gas constant of 2.169, a initial density of
270kg/m3 and a initial pressure of 162.9MPa.
The initial configuration of the mesh used in the analysis is shown in Figure 8-20.
Nodes along the water-gas interface are constrained to move in directions radial to the
center of the gas bubble in the initial configuration. Nodes along line A-B are fixed.
Interior nodes are constrained to move in proportion to boundary nodes.
We perform a transient analysis of this problem using the trapezoidal rule with a time
step of 1 x l0-5 sec. The mesh configurations and the water velocity distributions at time
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Figure 8-18: Large amplitude sloshing, time history of the free surface displacements at
the tank walls
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Figure 8-19: Gas bubble expanding in a water tank problem
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1 x 10-4 sec, 2 x 10- 4 sec and 3 x 10-4sec are shown in Figure 8-21 to 8-23 respectively.
Despite the relatively coarse mesh employed, the formulation works well in this complex
situation involving large boundary motions.
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Figure 8-20: Gas bubble expanding in a water tank, initial mesh configuration
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Figure 8-21: Gas bubble expanding in a water tank, mesh configuration and velocity
distribution in the water at time 1 x 10-4sec
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Figure 8-22: Gas bubble expanding in a water tank, mesh configuration and velocity
distribution in the water at time 2 x l10-sec
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Figure 8-23: Gas bubble expanding in a water tank, mesh configuration and velocity
distribution in the water at time 3 x 10-4sec
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Chapter 9
Concluding Remarks
9.1 Conclusions
We presented in this thesis two new finite element formulations for inviscid compress-
ible fluid-structure interaction, the linear U - p -A formulation and th'e nonlinear U-0-p-
A arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation
The U - p -A formulation was developed with an aim to overcome the difficulties with
the spurious circulation modes of the ordinary displacement formulation and the locking
behaviour of the penalty formulation. We found numerically that the 9-3-3, 9-3-4 and 9-4-
3 U- p-A elements give accurate frequency and mode shape approximations for cases that
could not be solved accurately before by neither the ordinary displacement formulation
nor the penalty formulation. Zero modes exist for these idealizations but they does
not affect the interaction between the fluid and the structure. In transient analyses all
three elements provide results with excellent agreement with the reference solutions. The
method performs well under almost incompressible condition.
However, for the case of a rigid ellipse vibrating in a fluid cavity considered in section
4.3 there also exists one spurious-non circulation mode at high frequency. This spurious
mode, in this case, does not affect the transient analysis. Nevertheless, we still lack a full
understanding of the nature of this spurious mode and therefore the formulation should
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only be used with care.
In the category of the potential-based formulations we introduced the nonlinear U --
p -A formulation in which both the velocity potential, 0, and the density, p, are employed
as variables at each fluid node. The linear form of the U -0 -p -A formulation is equivalent
to the velocity potential formulation and thus the method can be thought of as an
extension of the velocity potential formulation earlier published [55]. The arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian approach adopted provides the formulation the capability to solve
problems in which the fluid undergoes very large boundary motion. The method can be
used equally well for both compressible and incompressible fluids.
9.2 Future Research Suggestions
As mentioned above, a complete understanding of the spurious modes of the U-p-
A formulation has not yet been achieved. A mathematical theory that can explain the
existence of such modes and how these modes might affect transient analysis would
be very valuable. Once the problem of spurious modes is resolved, a nonlinear U - p -
A formulation would be a useful extension to the proposed linear U- p -A formulation.
For the U-¢-p-A formulation many issues remain to be investigated. Some of these
issues are listed here:
* Symmetrization of the formulation.
* Contact algorithm for partially submerged fluid-structure interface.
* Suitable mesh updating scheme.
* Effective time integration algorithm.
Advances in these research areas would result in a more efficient and more widely appli-
cable U -4 -p-A formulation.
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Appendix A
Governing Equations for an Inviscid
Fluid
To arrive at the forms of the governing equations employed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5
we start with the general equations governing the motion of an inviscid fluid written in
the Eulerian description [21].
The momentum equations (the Euler equations):
Dv
p = -Vp + b (A.1)
The continuity equation:
+ pV -v = 0 (A.2)Dt
The energy equation:
De
p = -pV.v+V. (kVT) (A.3)Dt
The equations of state:
p = P(p,T) (A.4)
e = e(p,T) (A.5)
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and the boundary conditions:
v. n = ;, on rl (A.6)
p = p on r 2  (A.7)
T = T on r 3  (A.8)
OTk - on r 4  (A.9)On
where
D
-- = material time derivative
Dt
v = fluid velocity
p = fluid density
p = pressure
b = body force
T = temperature
e = specific internal energy
r = fluid boundary = r +r 2 =r 3 +r 4
n = unit vector normal to the boundary
u, = prescribed normal boundary velocity
p = prescribed boundary pressure
T = prescribed boundary temperature
Q = prescribed heat flux across the boundary
Assuming isentropic condition, which is a usual assumption in acoustic applications,
we can eliminate one of the state variables and write the pressure in terms of the density
alone. In other words, the flow becomes barotropic. Equations (A.4) and (A.5) become
p = p(p)
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e = e(p) (A.11)
The momentum Equation (A.1), the continuity Equation (A.2) and the state equation
relating the pressure to the density (A.10) together with the corresponding boundary
conditions (A.6), (A.7) can then be solved for v, p and p without regard to the energy
equation (A.3), the state equation governing the internal energy (A.11) and the thermal
boundary conditions (A.8), (A.9).
Without body force effects and assuming infinitesimal motions Equation (A.1) gives
Ov
po- = -Vp (A.12)
and the combination of equations A.2 and A.10 yields
- ap9P V.v
at P ( o
= -poc*V v
= -8oV - v (A.13)
where the derivative Op/Op is evaluated at a constant entropy, subscript 0 represents the
initial configuration, c is the sound speed of the fluid and # is the fluid's bulk modulus.
Eliminating the pressure from Equations (A.12) and (A.13) and omitting the subscript
0 for convenience we obtain
V(V -v) - pV, = 0 (A.14)
or in terms of the displacements
#V(V - u) - pai = 0 (A.15)
The boundary conditions given by Equations (A.6) and (A.7) now become,
u.n = i,, on rl (A.16)
#V'u = p on r2 (A.17)
Equations (A.15) to (A.17) are used as the basis of the linear displacement formulation
discussed in Chapter 2.
In order to obtain the nonlinear governing equations in terms of the velocity potential
and the density employed in chapter 5 and chapter 7 we once again assume that the flow is
isentropic and Equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.10) apply. The isentropic condition requires
that the body force acting on the fluid be conservative. Using the vector identity
1(v -V)v = -V(v. v)- vx (V x v) (A.18)2
we can rewrite Equation A.1 as
1v  1
+ V-v -v) - vx (Vx v) + -Vp - VG = 0 (A.19)
at 2 p
where G is the body force potential defined such that pVG = b.
Kelvin's theorem [4] states that the flow of a barotropic fluid under conservative
body force is circulation preserving. Accordingly if we assume that the fluid is initially
irrotational it must be irrotational at all time. In such case there exists a velocity
potential, 0, such that
v = V¢ (A.20)
and Equation (A.19) becomes
V LO + dp-+ - -+ V.V-G =0, (A.21)(t P
or equivalently, the Bernoulli equation
+ -+ V-V - G = A (A.22)at P 2
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where A = A(t) is a spatial constant of integration known as the unsteady Bernoulli
constant. For isentropic flow dh = dp/p + Tds = dp/p and the Bernoulli equation can
be written as
84 1
-
+ h + V. V- G = A (A.23)at 2
Using Equation (A.20) in the continuity equation gives
T + V. (pVk) = 0 (A.24)at
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are now, on r ,
a = •s, (A.25)
an
and, on rz,
- = v, (A.26)an
-p(e + - + 1V-V-V G- A = (A.27)
where v, is the normal velocity of the boundary F2. Equation (A.26) is the kinematic
boundary condition describing the movement of the boundary and Equation (A.27) is
the dynamic boundary condition corresponding to the normal boundary velocity degree
of freedom that enforces the force equilibrium on the boundary.
In general the unsteady Bernoulli constant A can be absorbed into the velocity po-
tential 0 by redefining 0 -- - f A dt. However, if A is retained in the above equations
an additional equation is required to complete the problem statement. This additional
equation is the Global mass conservation equation [42]
p dV=M (A.28)
where f represents the current configuration of the fluid domain.
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Assuming infinitesimal motion and writing
P = Po + P1 (A.29)
where po is the initial density and p, is the change in the density, Equations (A.23)
to (A.24) become, after all nonlinear terms are neglected,
p + - - - = 0 (A.30)
PO
+• poV- (V0) = 0 (A.31)
p0 P dV - Jpou dA = 0 (A.32)
The boundary conditions given by Equations (A.25) and (A.26) remain unchanged while
the dynamic boundary equation given by Equation (A.27) becomes
P -GG-A =- (A.33)
In ending, we note that it is possible to eliminate the density from the governing
equations. Taking the dot product of Equation (A.21) and the gradient of the velocity
potential (Vq), we have
VO - Vp = VO - V + -V2  V. -V G) (A.34)
The time derivative of the Bernoulli equation (A.22) gives
-
+ 
-v. v - - G- A (A.35)p at at (at 2
Combining the above two equations with the continuity equation (A.24), we obtain
C2V. (V)= V. + v.v- + .+ V .V -G (A.36)
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or
c'V'O = v4 -((v -V) VO - VG) + a 0+ VO VO - G - A (A.37)
Appendix B
U-A formulation
The formulation is based on the stationarity condition of the functional given by Equation
(2.16):
I+7
n?
[,(v. U)(V . 6U) - pwU . U] dn
[ A.(V x U)+6A.(V xU)
which corresponds to the field equations
3V(V -U) - V x A + pw2U
1
VxU - -A
a
and the boundary conditions
U-n
A1 6A] dn =
= 0
= 0
= on r1
U = 0 onr 2
A = 0 on r
where r = rl + r 2.
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(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
Table B-1: Frequencies (rad/sec) of a rigid cylinder in a fluid cavity, U-A formulation
tested at various numbers of parameters.
The corresponding matrix equations are
where
M = f pHTHdn,
0Q =
Q = JfDTHAdf,
Q
K
QT
K
G
U
A=
fIBTBdfZ
0
-- f !HTHAdn
0 c
Note that if A is chosen consistent with U, the penalty method is recovered. But in
this formulation we choose A to lower degree. We assume the polynomial expansion for
A of the form
A = A 1 + A2r + A3 S + A 4rs. (B.9)
The formulation was used to analyse the problem of Figure 2-1 and 2-2 in Chapter
2.2. The frequencies obtained using different numbers of the Lagrangian parameters for
the case of # = 2.1 x 105N/m 2 and a = 1000P are shown in Table B-1. In this case the
solutions are most accurate using three and four Lagrangian parameters.
Formulation used First Second Third
frequency frequency frequency
Velocity potential 3.81 6.41 11.24
9-node, U-A
1A 3.33 3.40 3.75
3A 3.88 6.42 11.24
4A 3.88 6.42 11.25
6A 5.99 11.74 12.27
8A 5.99 11.78 12.29
9A 5.99 11.78 12.30
(B.7)
(B8)
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U
